
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  

EXHIBIT 1 























































EXHIBIT 2 



[Ext] Utah / TikTok CIDs

Theo Benjamin <tbenjamin@edelson.com> Fri, May 26, 2023 at 10:18 AM
To: "Beckley, Shamis" <SBeckley@cooley.com>
Cc: "jrock@edelson.com" <jrock@edelson.com>, "epenkowski@edelson.com" <epenkowski@edelson.com>,
"mgadd@agutah.gov" <mgadd@agutah.gov>, "crapo@agutah.gov" <crapo@agutah.gov>, "Grooms, Daniel"
<dgrooms@cooley.com>, "Rogers, Shane K" <srogers@cooley.com>, "Gohlke, Melissa" <MGohlke@cooley.com>, "LeBlanc,
Travis" <tleblanc@cooley.com>, "TenBroeck, Craig" <ctenbroeck@cooley.com>, Caitlin Vaughn <cvaughn@edelson.com>

Shamis, Daniel: 

Thank you for the call yesterday. We found this helpful. To close the loop on our conversation, below is a short summary
of the next steps and action items we identified: 

1. Specifications: TikTok will respond to these in full, or substantially in full, by June 19.
2. Native Documents: We agreed to provide TikTok with certain categories of documents that are difficult to read

or cut off in some form. We've identified that .docx or .doc files with internal comments, and .pptx or .ppt files are
consistently difficult to read or have information that is cut off. You agreed to take Utah's requests that these be
produced natively back to TikTok, and determine whether this is feasible.

3. Relevant Time Period: TikTok said it was prioritizing producing documents from 2018-2021, but acknowledged
that Utah may require documents prior to that time frame for its investigation. We agreed to provide TikTok with
certain categories of document requests that would require searching prior to 2018. You agreed to take this
proposal back to the company. We also requested search term hit counts for 2016 to 2018, to assist us with
narrowing it down, which you also stated you would take back to the company.

4. Lark Chats: You stated TikTok is still working with a third-party vendor to download these in HTML (or some
other more readable format), but could not confirm a date for production. You agreed to let us know when you
have a better understanding for when these documents will be produced.

5. Filepaths: You agreed to take back whether the company would provide URLs, and whether any folder system
exists in Lark/Feishu that would be equivalent to a filepath.

6. Org Charts: You stated that TikTok uses certain Lark tools for organization purposes, but that these tools have
varying accuracy. You agreed to find out more about these organizational tools and further to provide Utah with a
presentation about the company's organization. You stated you would confirm a time, including potentially next
Thursday during our check-in meeting, for a presentation.

7. Privilege Log: You indicated you have produced a privilege log to the multistate, but are not planning to
produce rolling logs in the ordinary course. We agreed to receive that existing log and evaluate next steps based
on that.

8. Search Terms/Custodians: You agreed to produce search terms and custodians used for the productions to
date by the end of the month.

9. Investigative Depositions: You stated you would let us know by the end of the week if TikTok will accept
service for Xingyu Chen and Kitty Du. Utah will otherwise proceed with coordinating individual service.

Thank you, 
Theo 
[Quoted text hidden]
[Quoted text hidden]



	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  

EXHIBIT 3 



Submitted in camera 



EXHIBIT 4 



Utah / TikTok CIDs @ Thu, Jun 15, 2023 3:30pm – 4:00pm (GMT-04)

Emily Penkowski <epenkowski@edelson.com> Tue, Jun 20, 2023 at 4:40 PM
To: Jimmy Rock <jrock@edelson.com>
Cc: "Beckley, Shamis" <SBeckley@cooley.com>, Caitlin Vaughn <cvaughn@edelson.com>, Chris Campbell
<ccampbell@edelson.com>, Douglas Crapo <crapo@agutah.gov>, "Grooms, Daniel" <dgrooms@cooley.com>, "LeBlanc,
Travis" <tleblanc@cooley.com>, Michael Gadd <mgadd@agutah.gov>, Peishen Zhou <peishenzhou@agutah.gov>,
"TenBroeck, Craig" <ctenbroeck@cooley.com>, Theo Benjamin <tbenjamin@edelson.com>

Thanks Shamis. We agree that the Corporate Organization presentation raised a lot of questions about how the company
is actually organized. We will follow up with those concerns under separate cover. We hope that the questions we raised
during that presentation and that you promised to take back will be addressed soon.  If you cannot provide those answers
by this week's standing Thursday meeting on June 22, please tell us what you propose as a reasonable deadline.
 
On the specific discovery requests discussed below, your email twists the investigative record to date (which was initiated
over four months ago) and contains a number of inaccuracies that are corrected below. Please note that we are mainly
asking for updates, as would have normally occurred during the weekly meet and confer this week you canceled, and
deadlines so that these requests do not continue to linger. Please see below: 

Native Documents: This request has been pending for three weeks. We initially advised TikTok that several
types of documents produced were unreadable, including .doc, .docx, and .ppt. This request is not limited to
specific documents: production of native documents in this format is standard in discovery and specified in each
CID we have sent beginning in February. You agreed on May 25 to take our request to produce these
documents back to the company. We still have heard no update. We do not view this as a controversial issue,
and your delay is troubling. Please come prepared to the next meeting this Thursday with the company’s
position on whether it will produce readable ESI by providing the three requested documents in native form.

Relevant Time period: Your offer to raise hit counts with your client has been pending for three weeks. As we
have said on calls, we are not able to assess which categories of documents from this time period are most
helpful without hit counts—offering to limit our searches in this way is a courtesy to you. Because we understand
these hit counts already exist, we believe June 22 is a reasonable date for providing these without burden. 

Lark Chats: We last received an update on this work on June 8, our prior call with Daniel Grooms. We
understand that the third-party vendor has figured out export, and is working on scalability. Recognize that we
are proceeding with some level of skepticism that it is this difficult to create a script that will export messages to
HTML format (considering both the ubiquity of HTML, and the fact that ByteDance owns Lark). However, we can
accept that a concrete timeline will not be available for two more weeks, and we will expect to receive a proposal
for that and a timeline for production on June 29. 

Filepaths: It has been three weeks since we first raised this issue. We will note we discussed this at each
subsequent meet and confer to ensure the company fully understood our concerns. As we have specified, we
would like filepaths or filepath equivalents, including URLS where available. We have asked for a proposed
timeline. Since TikTok has not decided whether they will produce these, please let us know the answer and
provide a timeline by our next meet and confer on June 22.  

Privilege Log: Thank you for providing the privilege logs––though we will note it took three weeks to provide
logs that were already produced to other states. We are currently reviewing these and have identified several
preliminary issues that we will raise under separate cover. Thank you for agreeing to rolling log productions. At
our next weekly meeting, we'd like to discuss our respective expectations for when subsequent logs will be
produced. 

Third CID: We were disappointed by TikTok’s failure to provide specific objections to the Third CID when due
last Friday. We also cannot accept the company’s proposed schedule, as the proposed dates do not fall within a
reasonable timeframe for subpoena responses in Utah (nor would they remotely be in compliance). We see that
TikTok is proposing a topic-based prioritization, rather than focusing on providing first its written objections and
responses, and then producing documents in parallel. This is an interesting approach, however, TikTok is
proposing it takes more than an additional month to draft written responses to two specifications and eight
document requests. The State finds this concerning, particularly considering the status of the above
negotiations. 



We have been stressing since this CID was served in late May that it is a priority for Utah, and it is incumbent on the
company to bring the resources to bear to respond to it. TikTok cannot just say the CID is unreasonable or a burden––a
“party subject to [an investigative] subpoena must show that producing the documents would seriously disrupt its normal
business operations” in order to sustain an objection about burden. See E.E.O.C. v. Maryland Cup Corp., 785 F.2d 471,
477 (4th Cir. 1986); E.E.O.C. v. Citicorp Diners Club, Inc., 985 F.2d 1036, 1040 (10th Cir. 1993) (adopting the rule from
E.E.O.C. v. Maryland Cup Corp.); United States v. 400 Acres of Land, No. 2:18-MC-586 RJS, 2018 WL 3862758, at *2 (D.
Utah Aug. 14, 2018) (same). Given that, we propose the following schedule:

TikTok will provide its objections and written responses to document requests by next Friday, June 23. 
TikTok will propose custodians and search terms for those document requests by Friday, June 30. Hit counts will
also be provided. Utah will respond by July 5. If the parties are not in agreement, we can meet and confer on
July 6 to discuss lingering issues.
TikTok will provide objections and written responses to the Specifications by July 15.
TikTok will begin rolling productions for the time period 2016 through 2022 by July 15 and complete those
productions by August 15 along with a privilege log.

Please let us know if you have any questions. 

Best,
Emily
[Quoted text hidden]
--

Edelson PC
Emily Penkowski Perez
350 N LaSalle St, 14th Floor, Chicago, IL 60654
d 312.874.7650 · t 312.589.6370 · edelson.com



EXHIBIT 5 



[Ext] February 6, 2023 Subpoena Narrative Responses

Grooms, Daniel <dgrooms@cooley.com> Thu, Jun 29, 2023 at 11:47 AM
To: Theo Benjamin <tbenjamin@edelson.com>
Cc: Jimmy Rock <jrock@edelson.com>, Douglas Crapo <crapo@agutah.gov>, Chris Campbell <ccampbell@edelson.com>,
"TenBroeck, Craig" <ctenbroeck@cooley.com>, Caitlin Vaughn <cvaughn@edelson.com>, Michael Gadd
<mgadd@agutah.gov>, Peishen Zhou <peishenzhou@agutah.gov>, "LeBlanc, Travis" <tleblanc@cooley.com>, "Beckley,
Shamis" <SBeckley@cooley.com>, Emily Penkowski <epenkowski@edelson.com>

Theo,

Thank you for your email. In advance of our call today, we want to address and correct or clarify some points
here. As expressed during our last call, I had hoped this was something we could avoid repeating after every
meet and confer. Unfortunately, it seems we need to continue to correct the record. Specifically, in your email
below, you state that “[y]ou agreed to produce search terms by next week . . . .” As we made clear multiple times
during our discussion about search terms and custodians for the third subpoena, we agreed we would make our
best efforts to provide search terms and custodians as soon as possible. We expressed our hope that we would
be in a position to provide proposed search terms and custodians this week, but we were clear that we could
not commit to providing them by June 30. We continue to work in good faith to be able to provide you with our
proposals as soon as possible, and in fact we expect to do so by the end of this week. We will keep you posted
on timing. 

This likewise remains true for the RFIs (specifications) from Utah’s first subpoena for which we provided
responses on June 19. As stated during the call and in prior calls leading up to June 19, we were clear that we
would respond to a substantial majority of requests by that date (which we did) and that we are committed to
responding to the remainder as soon as possible. I expect we will be responding to a number of additional RFIs
this week and will continue to supplement our responses until that process is complete. 

On the broader issue, we continue to work in good faith to respond not only to all of Utah’s requests but, as you
are aware, the requests of nearly every other state as well. The subject matters of these investigations overlap
significantly, and we continue to look for opportunities to leverage that overlap to provide Utah, as well as other
states, information sought by these investigations. Notwithstanding your suggestion, and as I have now
emphasized in both of our last two calls, the company is devoting extensive internal and external resources,
including both personnel and technical resources, to respond to an unprecedented and significantly burdensome
volume of requests.

To date, Utah has served three company subpoenas on TikTok, and over the past two months, we have fully
responded to one of those subpoenas and provided multiple productions responsive to a second of those,
including and in addition to the RFI responses discussed above. We are now engaged in that same process for
the third subpoena and will continue to make productions and respond to all outstanding requests as quickly as
possible. We do not agree that the third subpoena is “fairly narrow.” Indeed, as Mr. Rock made clear, this third
subpoena was intentionally crafted to go beyond and seek information in addition to what is covered by the
already expansive requests of the first subpoena. In proposing a response schedule, we have tried to
acknowledge the reality that the responses to these requests, in addition to all other pending requests, will take
significant time. We are committed to responding but, as noted, cannot commit to doing so on timelines that we
know are not feasible.

Finally, we continue to make efforts to address other outstanding issues you have raised and mention below. We
will be happy to discuss those topics in more detail during our meet & confer call, but I will note that we have had
some developments on this end that I am hopeful will move us toward resolution on some or all of these issues.
The exception I am compelled to note here to correct what we believe to be a misunderstanding is the relevant
time period request. As we have said, we believe 2018-present is the appropriate and relevant time period for our
responses, not least because it is consistent with the approach being followed across all other state
investigations. We understand that you continue to request information about the time period prior to that date
range (specifically 2016-2017), but we are not on the same page in terms of expectations about the potential
relevance and responsiveness of searches directed at that time period. Most importantly, in your email, you



repeat what was said on the call that your basis for this request is that “TikTok launched in the US in 2016.” We
want to clarify this point, because it is not correct. TikTok was launched in the United States and other countries
around the world in 2017. Later in 2017, TikTok's ultimate parent company ByteDance Ltd. acquired
musical.ly Ltd., which operated a video sharing platform called musical.ly. During the first half of 2018, the
musical.ly platform was consolidated with the original version of TikTok, and the app we know today as TikTok
was re-launched in the United States in August 2018. Accordingly, it is clear to us that the overwhelmingly
relevant time period likely to produce responsive information should begin in 2018.

Thank you,

Danny

 

Daniel Grooms

Partner

Cooley LLP

1299 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW, Suite 700

Washington, DC  20004-2400

+1 202 776 2042

dgrooms@cooley.com

 

Bio | LinkedIn

 



EXHIBIT 6 



[Ext] February 6, 2023 Subpoena Narrative Responses

Theo Benjamin <tbenjamin@edelson.com> Thu, Jul 6, 2023 at 7:40 PM
To: "Grooms, Daniel" <dgrooms@cooley.com>
Cc: Emily Penkowski Perez <epenkowski@edelson.com>, Jimmy Rock <jrock@edelson.com>, Douglas Crapo
<crapo@agutah.gov>, Chris Campbell <ccampbell@edelson.com>, "TenBroeck, Craig" <ctenbroeck@cooley.com>, Caitlin
Vaughn <cvaughn@edelson.com>, Michael Gadd <mgadd@agutah.gov>, Peishen Zhou <peishenzhou@agutah.gov>,
"LeBlanc, Travis" <tleblanc@cooley.com>, "Beckley, Shamis" <SBeckley@cooley.com>, "Skinner, Jacey"
<SkinnerJ@ballardspahr.com>, "Rogers, Shane K" <srogers@cooley.com>

Danny, Shamis, and Jacey: 

Thank you for the call. There are a few issues we wanted to memorialize from today's call, below:

Upcoming Interview (July 18). We appreciate TikTok providing additional clarity on the scope of Mr. Chen's
knowledge. We also believe the parties are on the same page with ensuring an efficient remote interview
process on the 18th. As discussed, we intend to share any documents in real-time with Mr. Chen, either through
Exhibit-share or directly via chat in Zoom. We intend to share remote access details next week once you confirm
a few details with your client: 1) whether TikTok is okay with both stenographic and video recording of the
deposition; 2) a reasonable start time for everyone; and 3) provide the email addresses of all attendees. We
remain flexible on startime but would appreciate it if times before 8:30 AM CT were avoided. Please let us know
about these two points by Tuesday. We also asked if you could provide which subgroups of users Mr. Chen's
work focused on. 

Confidentiality agreement: We have agreed in principle that Utah may share information with the multistate, so
long as the multistate agrees to treat that information as confidential under the multistate's confidentiality
agreement with TikTok. We will work with the multistate to memorialize this agreement in writing.

2016-2018 Time Period. We find it unfortunate that after 6 weeks of conferrals, you still have no answer from
TikTok about whether it will agree to generate something as basic a hit report on the 2016-2018 time period for
agreed-upon custodians. The relevant time period of Utah's CIDs date 2012-present, and we view going back
only to 2016 as a significant concession. You stated that the company's position is that they don't believe this
time period is relevant. In response, we have given several reasons for the relevancy––including that we believe
the algorithm underlying TikTok's recommendation system, which is one key subject of Utah's investigation, was
developed well before 2018 in conjunction with the the launch of TIkTok's sister app Douyin. As an initial
compromise, we asked that TikTok produce a hit report from 2016-2018 to substantiate its claims that this time
period is not relevant. You have, more or less, refused this request. You have also refused to explain your
assertions that this request poses a burden on the company. Today, you further stated you believed this
discussion is better suited for the multistate meet and confers. We explained the statute of limitations make Utah
unique. As you're aware, Utah's investigation does not overlap entirely with the multistate. Because you have not
established any burden to the company (or even agreed to substantiate the claims of relevancy) we will consider
appropriate other means to obtain this information. 

Third CID. We have made clear that the timeline proposed by TikTok, which includes a four-month delay in even
completing answers to specifications, is unreasonable, and the company has provided no counter to our
subsequent proposed schedule. We will also note that you have had Utah's Third CID for over a month. Our
view is that the parties are at an impasse on the issue of a reasonable schedule for a full response to this CID.
We otherwise look forward to receiving confirmation or additional edits to the search terms and custodians we
sent to TikTok on July 5.

Verifications. We continue to view the request for TikTok to verify the specifications it has answered so far as
noncontroversial––presumably, TikTok employees with personal knowledge of the matters within the responses
have reviewed each answer for accuracy and completeness, and either they or a corporate representative can
attest they are accurate.  

Thank you, 
Theo 
[Quoted text hidden]




